Acupuncture – from Chinese mystos to natural scientific understanding in homeopathy

Abstract

Since 1970 bio-communication between two electro-dynamic frequency fields has been accepted as a mathematical-physical fact in conventional medicine. The mechanism is always the same: The basic module of living tissue, the electro-dynamic field establishes resonance with another field added from outside. This second dynamic magnetic field can be generated, among others, by an MRT set, an acupuncture needle, the frequency pattern of a homeopathic substance or an encoded frequency generator (PEMF), i.e. pulsating electro-magnetic field of frequency. In acupuncture the fractal electro-dynamic field of the needle interacts with the field of the acupuncture point. In homeopathy the frequency pattern of the solution, as a fractal, with the organ field.

When two electro-dynamic fields resonate with each other the hydrogen atoms of the tissue concerned emit specific photons, which, by resonating with the local electrons, bring about a chemical reaction on the part of the protein molecules.

This process highly depends on the fields and frequencies. That is why one must find the suitable point in acupuncture. In homeopathy one finds the most similar point with the help of repertorisation or EAV.

Two curing approaches, acupuncture and homeopathy claim to be able to bring about spectacular healing success. It is a fact, however, that a specific healing mechanism has neither been explicable for over two-thousand-year-old acupuncture, nor for 250-year-old homeopathy. It has been tried to argue on the basis of energy fields, which, however, can neither be seen nor touched. It is when terms like resonance and magnetism are mentioned that orthodox doctors give up. It was curing with infinitely diluted solutions especially which was dismissed as humbug and placebo.

Josef Loschmidt’s calculations, showing that in dilutions beyond 10 raised to the power of 23 chemical substances can no longer be proved, have, quite rightly, convinced experts that homeopathy cannot cause any chemical healing processes. A basic change in medicine, however, was then brought about by biophysics.

Please remember.

Scientists were called insane before 1970, when they claimed that pictures could be taken of the energy fields, the magnetic fields of our organs. Since 1970, however, magnetic resonance imaging has become an indispensable component of modern medicine. The principle is based on biophysics and biocommunication between energy fields. The energy field of the MRI scanner resonates with the magnetic fields of the organs and produces photons (small portions of undividable light). These are the universal energy transmitters. The magnetic fields, or electro-dynamic fields respectively, of our organs cannot only supply pictures, but are the matrix – the basic substance – of any living tissue. They pulsate and have
been named L-fields or Life fields since Professor Saxton Burr’s research at Yale University in the 1960s.

In other words: If the electro-dynamic Life field of an organ has been disturbed, distorted or destroyed, the living tissue cannot regenerate itself, and chemical processes cannot take place. Ernst Schrödinger, the father of quantum physics, has discovered that the basic matrix of the universe consists of wave formations which are structured in octaves. The same applies to our organs. Each organ possesses its own unmistakable frequency and phase structures.

When we communicate with the basic substance of an organ, we have to produce a suitable energy field – the way we do it with an electronic car key. This energy field establishes resonance with the organ field. Thus photons emerge – as in MRI – which activates the electrons, which, in turn, bring about a chemical reaction with proteins, enzymes etc. It is a fact that this biocommunication between energy fields on an atomic level offers more thorough treatment strategies than any chemical approach.

Examples: therapy of osteoporosis with pulsating magnetic fields (PFMF)

The second mathematical pillar of biophysics is based on the laws of the fractals and chaos.

Living tissue is a fractal – a portion of the whole.

A famous fractal: the Mandelbrot set (or Apfelmännchen in German)

Tissue functions on the basis of mathematical laws, and when it enters into a chaotic state of vibration, the minimum and most suitable fractal of a wave suffices to reestablish the equilibrium of the system.

**Acupuncture** manipulates the magnetic field of an organ or enzyme with a minimum magnetic field of its own at the acupuncture point, which, as a fractal, restores the order of wave structures within the entire system with resonance phenomena. This is because the acupuncture point is a holographic projection of all body functions. In this way one can collect all information of the organism with the help of resonance measurements (EAV)

**A homeopathic remedy** is no chemical substance but a physical frequency and energy system Cyril Smith). Its healing mechanism is based on the same fractal laws as described – **biocommunication within two energy fields** – photon production – activation of electrons first and of protein molecules then.
Biocommunication within two energy fields in acupuncture:

The needle sets an injury in the acupuncture point which qualifies for the physical rules of healing found by Robert Becker. The trauma would trigger a current of injury which represents a pulsating electrodynamic field. This field is specific in frequency for each acupuncture point and will communicate with organ and enzyme fields projecting to the same acupuncture point. Healing processes are made possible by way of energizing the relevant enzymes and cell structures by field interaction.

My gratitude to professor Volker Rötzscher for his visions.
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